From: Emily Sharpe [mailto:esharpe@fb.com]
Sent: Monday, November 27, 2017 6:44 PM
To: Bruno GENCARELLI (JUST); Stephen Deadman; Karolina MOJZESOWICZ (JUST)
Cc: Nicolas de Bouville; Cecilia Zappala; Yvonne Cunnane; Ralf SAUER (JUST); Raffaella PAPES (JUST-EXT)
Subject: Re: IAPP conference - side meeting

Hi,

Terrific, thank you. We look forward to speaking to you on Wednesday at 3 pm CET.

If okay with you, we can use the following dial-in:

Dial: +32.2.588.7712
Passcode: 377542689

Please let us know if you have any problems with the connection.

Best,

From: "Bruno.GENCARELLI@ec.europa.eu" <Bruno.GENCARELLl@ec.europa.eu>
Date: Saturday, November 25, 2017 at 11:57 AM
To: Emily Sharpe <esharpe@fb.com>, Stephen Deadman <stephendeadman@fb.com>, Karolina.MOJZESOWICZ@ec.europa.eu
Cc: Nicolas de Bouville <ndebouville@fb.com>, Cecilia Zappala <czappala@fb.com>, Yvonne Cunnane <vvonnecunnane@fb.com>, Ralf.SAUER@ec.europa.eu, Raffaella.PAPES@ext.ec.europa.eu
Subject: Re: IAPP conference - side meeting

Dear,

No worries. I hope you had a nice break.

3:00 pm CET would work well for us.

Best,

Invito da Email+ con protezione MobileIron
Dear Bruno,

Apologies for my delayed reply, I was traveling during the US Thanksgiving holiday.

Wednesday afternoon works well for us. Would you be available sometime between 3-4:30 pm CET?

Thank you,

Emily

---

From: Bruno.GENCARELLI@ec.europa.eu
Date: Tuesday, November 21, 2017 at 6:16 PM
To: Emily Sharpe, Stephen Deadman, Karolina.MOJZESOWICZ@ec.europa.eu
Cc: Nicolas de Bouville, Cecilia Zappala, Yvonne Cunnane, Ralf.SAUER@ec.europa.eu
Subject: Re: IAPP conference - side meeting

Dear Emily,

Thank you very much for your email. Next Tuesday is a very busy day for us with the Art 29 wp plenary. Would it be possible to have a call on Wednesday afternoon instead of Tuesday?

Many thanks

Best,

Bruno

---

Inviato da Email+ con protezione MobileIron

---

Da: Emily Sharpe
Data: martedì 21 novembre 2017 14:17:46
A: Bruno.GENCARELLI@ec.europa.eu, Stephen Deadman, Karolina.MOJZESOWICZ@ec.europa.eu
Cc: Nicolas de Bouville, Cecilia Zappala, Yvonne Cunnane, Ralf.SAUER@ec.europa.eu
Oggetto: Re: IAPP conference - side meeting

Dear Bruno and Karolina,

Thank you again for the opportunity to meet during IAPP in Brussels. We appreciated hearing your perspective on key GDPR topics and international data transfer issues.
As we discussed during the meeting, we’re happy to have a follow up phone call with you to round out the discussion on GDPR, the MCC case, and 702. Would you be available the afternoon of Tuesday, Nov. 28th?

Thank you,

Emily

From: Bruno.GENCARELLI@ec.europa.eu
Date: Friday, November 3, 2017 at 5:16 PM
To: Stephen Deadman <stephendeadman@fb.com>, Karolina.MOJZESOWICZ@ec.europa.eu
Cc: Emily Sharpe <esharpe@fb.com>, Nicolas de Bouville <ndebouville@fb.com>, Cecilia Zappala <czappa@fb.com>, Yvonne Cunnane <vvonnecunnane@fb.com>, Ralf.SAUER@ec.europa.eu, Amy Weller <amvweller@fb.com>
Subject: Re: IAPP conference - side meeting

I’m sorry for that but would be difficult to find another time next week. We would have a preference to meet at our offices (Rue Montoyer, 59). Hope to see you at the IAPP. Best,

Bruno

Da: " <stephendeadman@fb.com>
Data: venerdì 3 novembre 2017 15:54:42
A: " Bruno (JUST)" <Bruno.GENCARELLI@ec.europa.eu>, "Karolina (JUST)" <Karolina.MOJZESOWICZ@ec.europa.eu>
Cc: " Emily Sharpe" <esharpe@fb.com>, "Nicolas de Bouville" <ndebouville@fb.com>, "Cecilia Zappala" <czappa@fb.com>, "Yvonne Cunnane" <vvonnecunnane@fb.com>, "SAUER Ralf (JUST)" <Ralf.SAUER@ec.europa.eu>, "Amy Weller" <amvweller@fb.com>
Oggetto: RE: IAPP conference - side meeting

Dear ........

Many thanks for getting back to me with the proposed time for the meeting.

Unfortunately that’s the one day I have to be back in London for another commitment, but luckily my colleagues and will be able to attend.

Could you please confirm the preferred venue of the meeting: the conference venue, your offices or Facebook’s new offices?

I look forward to hearing back from you.

Best regards

From: Bruno.GENCARELLI@ec.europa.eu
Sent: 01 November 2017 16:42
To: "Stephen Deadman" <stephendeadman@fb.com>, "Karolina.MOJZESOWICZ@ec.europa.eu"
Cc: Emily Sharpe <esharpe@fb.com>; Nicolas de Bouville <ndebouville@fb.com>; Cecilia Zappala <czappa@fb.com>; Yvonne Cunnane <vvonnecunnane@fb.com>; Amy Weller <amvweller@fb.com>
Subject: Re: IAPP conference - side meeting

Would Wednesday 10:30 work for you?

Bruno

To: Bruno.GENCARELLI@pec.europa.eu

Subject: Re: IAPP conference - side meeting

Dear Stephen,

Thank you for your email. I was actually going to write to you. Happy to meet on all this, we should also add to this quite rich agenda the Dublin high court reference and the reauthorisation of Section 702.

I will discuss this with Karolina as I know we have both a very busy week and come back with proposed time slots.

Best,

Bruno

To: stephendeadman@fb.com, Bruno.GENCARELLI@pec.europa.eu

Subject: IAPP conference - side meeting

Dear Karolina,

Dear Bruno,

The Facebook team will be in Brussels during the IAPP conference from 7 to 9 November. We’d like to take this opportunity to suggest organising a meeting to discuss GDPR implementation and the proposed ePrivacy regulation, time-permitting.
I'd be grateful if you could please let me know your availability during the conference. We are also happy to send suggested dates and times.

Sincerely,

Facebook